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This book is dedicated to the Wave59 community. A 
community in which new ideas can thrive. A place where 
friendship is more than a word and where rampant ideas can 
be discussed, are accepted and receive constructive feedback. 

 

I would like to personally dedicate this book to Joseph. A 
Wave59 member who became a dear friend of mine. An 
exceptionally loyal and helpful person. Joseph, without your 
support and continual testing, I would not have been able to 
stay on this path. Thank you, my friend. I am grateful to 
have found you. 

 

 

Lars von Thienen, July 2010 



 

   

 

 

 

 

Foreword - Electronic cycles book 

This version of the book is published as eBook to spread 
the knowledge about cycle analysis - independent from 
the software package you may prefer.  

The shown concepts can be realized with the Standalone 
WTT Charting Module and the Wave59 Cycles Plug-In. 

There was no need to adjust the original introduced cycle 
tools; the tools worked prior to the first release for years 
and are still working. Therefore the text, concept and 
functions stay the same. Please review the additional 
content in the video library (“Academy”) on the 
WhenToTrade webpage. The WTT Academy provides 
further video content about the cycle tools with examples 
about the real usage after the initial book release in 2010. 

In addition, the WTT Charting Module was introduced 
in 2012 and made available to the WTT inside 
community in 2013. It is a big step forward as it enables 
our inside group to implement new tools on top of the 
cycle analysis concepts. We will move ahead with the 
cycle research and push the boundaries. The new Genetic 
Algorithm is another piece of the puzzle to open the 
doors for the next dimension of cyclic analysis. 

So the next knowledge publication is already in the 
making on Genetic Algorithms and Cycles. The tools are 
already there today within the WTT Charting Module 
for our community. So please make yourself familiar with 
our underlying basic cycles approach in this eBook. 

Lars von Thienen, Februar 2014 
www.whentotrade.com 
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